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［Abstract］ 

In the information age,Cyber-terrorism with the use of Internet for the purpose of Terrorism 
comes into being. It has some new characteristics such as internetization, internationalization and 
informationalization. It is a comprehensive kind of terrorist activities, which has much greater 
effect and power of destruction to the society than the traditional terrorism, and it is becoming a 
serious and new challenge to the international and domestic society. The countermeasures against 
Cyber-terrorism nowadays are stopgaps of antagonism which include technology, law, ideological 
propaganda and public policy. Legal measures against Cyber-terrorism should at least consist of 
law of prevention and control, penal code and criminal procedural law. Law of prevention and 
control of Cyber-terrorist activities shall be legislations concerning examination, discovering, 
intervention and control of Cyber-terrorist activities in emergency. The related penal code and 
criminal procedural law consist of criminal legislation of internet crimes and terrorist crimes. And 
they are being developed and completed by the international and domestic society. This article 
makes a comparative research on the status and the future development of the international and 
domestic legislation on Cyber-terrorism. 
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［Abstract］ 

We need to understand the characteristics of terrorist crimes and the possible developing 
trends so as to adopt appropriate strategies for the prevention and control of terrorist 
crimes.Contemporary terrorist crimes display the following five new characteristics: (1) Criminal 
intents and motives are being transformed into ideology；meanwhile，the criminal types also 
present a variety of features based on the criminal motives；(2) The construction of criminal 
subjects tends to become more complicated，that is reflected in the complexity of the members 
involved in terrorist activities，some nations’  existence as a form of terrorism and the 
development of terrorist organizations in the form of network；(3) The objects of the crime 
become increasingly capricious and the consequences are also more horrible.But actually，these 
seemingly random targets are selected carefully by terrorists；(4) Means of the crime manifests 
cruelty，systematization and modernity.In addition to taking explosions and other cruel means of 



carrying out terrorist activities ， terrorists also use modern scientific and technological 
achievements to commit a terrorist crime ； and (5) Terrorist crimes tend to develop 
internationally.We can trace the trail of the terrorist crimes of international development from the 
root causes of terrorism and the anti-terrorism measures taken by the international community.In 
order to cut criminal breed of terrorist crime causes，to promote global governance，and to achieve 
the common global development and prosperity，considering the characteristics mentioned here，
we shall take comprehensive prevention and control measures， including those of law，

technology，politics and diplomacy. 
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Asia…………………………………………………………….Li Ruisheng ＆ Ma Yuechen 34  
［Abstract］ 

The extreme religion type of terrorist crime refers to the terrorist crime with obvious 
religious zeal or the crimes in which the followers  devotion is exploited and thus the crime is 
committed.It  s the realization of religion extremism.The extreme religion type of terrorist crime 
is the most important form of terrorist crimes nowadays，which is ferocious and rampant in 
Central Asia.The extreme religion type of terrorist crime in the five countries of Central Asia has 
close relationship with that in Xinjiang China，and we must take them as a whole to study.It 
discusses the concept and characteristics of the extreme religion type of terrorist crimes and the 
harm done to society.It also discusses the reasons of extreme religion types of terrorist crime in 
Central Asia and its prevention.It believes that the relationship between extreme religion types of 
terrorist crime and orthodox religions shall be recognized correctly and the nature of this kind of 
crimes be fully recognized.To prevent extreme religion types of terrorist crimes in Xinjiang，it puts 
forward some practical and effective methods and proposals，such as understanding religion 
correctly and adopting proper religion policies；tackling the problem from its origins，because 
religion problems usually come from the hardness of life or spirit；in order to promote national 
culture and to form scientific attitudes to religion，the Han-language shall be established as 
national language；popularizing scientific knowledge；the idea of “education is useful” must be 
established；the work of the youth must be done completely；popularizing knowledge of family 
planning；accelerating the speed of urbanization，especially urbanization in Southern Xinjiang，
properly on the basis of developing the economy；and so on. 
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［Abstract］ 

Terrorist activities in Russia are extremely active and the detriments of those activities is far 
more severe than normal crimes. The frequent terrorist activities are bound to improve the 
development of anti-terrorists legislation, and the need of joint anti-terrorist activities of all the 
countries in the world results in the prompt improvement of legislation of anti-terrorists. The 
mode of the Russian anti-terrorist legislation is double-tier, one of them is pre-specialized law, 
which is mainly concerned with the early warning of anti-terrorist and anti-terrorist activity, thats 
the specialized anti-terrorist law. On the other side, there is the basic criminal law after the event 



for precaution and controlling, the emphasis here is to prevent and control terrorists crime, that 
s the stipulations of terrorism in The Russia federal code, around twenty of them. The Russia 
anti-terrorist legislation is brilliant with discarding the doctrine of terrorism politics goals, the 
abundance of its contents and the diversification of the system. The legislation orientation is 
comprehensive, using constitution as the center, combining basic criminal law and the specialized 
anti-terrorist Law, and the application of individual crime prescribed in the substantive law in 
cooperation with the stipulations of the criminal procedural law, and the fundamental law links up 
the anti-terrorist rules and regulations. They supplement with each other and cooperate with each 
other, establishing a complete anti-terrorist law. Through all the aspects of the anti-terrorists law, 
and from the characteristics of the anti-terrorists law in Russia, we can learn something for Chinas 
anti-terrorist practice from Russia  s successful experiences. 
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［Abstract］ 

Constitutionalism is of great significance in modern government and society. The scientific 
connotation of the concept of constitutionalism includes the following four elements：democracy，
rule of law，human rights protection and the supremacy of constitution. Democracy，rule of law 
and human rights are the substantive contents of constitutionalism which is the most advanced 
political forms in the modern society，while the supremacy of constitution is the formal content of 
constitutionalism. With the development of reform and opening to the outside world policy，China 
has gone into the track of constitutionalism and made great achievements，although she still has a 
long way to go. Aiming at the eight issues raised by Professor Wang Yicheng and Professor Chen 
Hongtai in their article of  The Opinions and Reasons for Why We Can Not Accept the 
Conception of Constitutionalism ，this essay makes the response to them one after another. In 
doing so，I will show my objections to the anti-constitutionalism opinions. 
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［Abstract］ 

It has been 40 years since the reform of adult guardianship which took place in the civil law 
countries in 1960s. Apparently, the cause of the reform is the vigorous development of 
international thoughts of human rights, which pushes civil law countries to adjust their legal 
systems to the new era. However, this article makes a detailed introduction to the reform of adult 
guardianship in Germany, Japan, and Taiwan of China, then draws a conclusion that the 
prevalence of international thoughts of human rights is just a driving force, and the real cause is 
the self-examination of legal system as to its scientific thoughts and legal methodology. The direct 
result of this reform is that the social nature hidden behind the concepts and logic finally shows 
itself, which means an admission to the complexity and pluralism of society. This article 
emphasizes that the reform of adult guardianship is not only the success of thoughts of human 
rights, but also the regeneracy of legal methodology of civil law. And it would be more significant 



if it was connected with the tide of anti-codification and decodification. 
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Costas Douzinas is a prominent scholar of the British Critical Legal Studies and the principal 
exponent of Psychoanalysis and Law Studies in the Western world.He applies Lacan’ s 
Psychoanalysis theory to reveal the inherent paradox contained in the Western traditional 
Liberalism Theory of human rights.He points out that the “end of history” and the “full victory 
of human rights” proposed by Francis Fukuyama have not achieved yet，neither will approach 
ever.In fact，announcing the triumph of human rights is the declaration of death of human rights.In 
the light of Liberalism Theory of human rights，the increasing number of rights items as well as 
the expanding of the rights protection show that human rights have sustainably developed，
approaching the “comprehensive human liberation” in the end.Douzinas，however，views that 
the “explosion of rights” is not the path leading to human liberation.The explosion of rights 
would result in “human fragmentation”，the more rights are created，the further division is 
imposed on subjects.Accordingly，the increasing divided subjects seek more and more rights，
which causes the new round of rights growth as well as the subjects division.This is the trap of the 
rights reproduction.To escape the trap，it is necessary to introduce the alterity Ethics，relying on 
love and solidarity.Therefore，the self-centered Ethics-established by Descartes and Kant-must be 
sublated.On the whole，as an intellectual living in the well-off Western society，Douzinas makes 
the contribution to prevent the excessive demand of rights.On the other hand，his human rights 
philosophy has the limits to respond to the real lack of rights as well as the improvement of human 
rights protection. 
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Compared with unitary system，federalism is intrinsic unstable，so it is a very important issue 
how to maintain a federal state's stability.There are three approaches on this topic.The first one is 
constitutional approach which conceives federation as a bargain mechanism and the separation of 
power between governments as its core.This approach emphasizes that the constitutional structure 
is the most important factor in maintaining a federal state's stability.The second one is sociological 
approach which explain federalism as congruence between a set of federal institutions and societal 
diversity.This approach insists that social cleavages based on ethnic，linguistic，and religious are 
crucial factors for the longevity of federations.The last one is political approach which criticizes 
sociological approach for it's ignores the political circumstance that would bring about these social 
conditions，so it focuses on political factors such as political structures，political party system，

and representative institution.According to present work，although a federal system is established 
to avoid potential conflicts，but it can not ensure that federal system can clear up these unstable 
factors.In some cases，federal system itself not only can not eliminate unstable factors contained in 
society，but also bring about some unstable factors rooted in it's structure.Only when an unstable 
factors，whether it is societal or structural，can not be absorbed by federal system，it will transform 



from a potential one into an actual one. 
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American Land Development Right System develops from the flexible planning system，which 
consists of Transferable Development Right System (TDR)，and Purchase of Development Right 
System (PDR) and TDR Bank System.The “development rights” which are transferred in TDR 
System are “planning development rights”，which are actually rights from administrative license 
and public law，and do not have any relation with “a bundle of rights” from private law.In 
America，transferable development rights may be not enough to compensate the loss of value of 
land，when the development of land is limited.For this reason the TDR system may violate the 
taking clause of Constitution.And，TDR system requires the land developers who purchase 
transferable development rights to bear all the burden of public welfare，which is unfair for them. 
TDR system may become strategic zoning，which will violate due process and undermine the 
original city planning.From a broader perspective，TDR system，to some extent，reflects the 
interaction of administration，politics，judiciary and market in urban public decision-making.In the 
end，governments have to use TDR Bank System and PDR System to make up the deficiencies of 
TDR System. 
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In French law, illegal contract refers to such three kinds of implications in broad sense as to 
the contracts in violation of prohibitive rules, public order and good custom, the first two of which 
constitute the illegal contracts in narrow sense, and the contracts in violation of prohibitive 
statutes is the one in narrowest sense. From the perspective of contract elements, there are two 
situations for illegal contracts: the object of contract violates the public order and the cause of 
contract is illegal; there is separate provision for the violation of the contract form and its effect, 
and only the violation of the notarization requirements as to the form of contract shall render the 
contract null and void absolutely.The illegal object can be categorized as those not transferrable 
and those in violations of public order. As to the illegal cause of contracts, it refers to the illegal or 
immoral motivation of the contractor.The results of the illegal contracts may be of absolute nullity 
and relative nullity, and the basis of the distinction between the two is the different 
correspondence to the invasion of entire interests or the private interests. And the former one 
refers to the violation of the political public order, directive economic order, good faith and morals, 
the latter one refers to the protective economic public order. Nowadays, directive economic order 
exists mainly in the area of competition law while protective economic public order is vigorous in 
the domains of customer law, labor law and insurance law in which the relationship between 
parties of contract is quite unbalanced. 
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The Indian Contract Act in 1872 is the first codified contract act in the common law 
system.It was 21 years earlier than the Sale of Goods Act in the United Kingdom.Indian contract 
law applied the form of statute law，which may make up for case law，and more accessible for the 
judges，who might be lack of systematically legal education.Based on this act，the United 
Kingdom established a unified order in market.When the act was issued，the spirit of common law 
had penetrated into the Indian society through case law system by English judges and legal 
education developed in India.Even there occurred regulations of contract in the native religious 
law; India has finally established the modern contract system on the basis of legal transplantation 
from the British law.By this means，the value of justice，equity and good conscience was created 
in contract law for the modern transaction in Indian society.The contract law in India has also 
made modifications on the traditional regulation of British contract law：typically consideration，
offer and acceptance and capacity to contract，which followed the development in theory.But there 
are some flaws in logic，which made the effect a reduced quality. 
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From the perspective of international law，the carbon emission and the trading of emission 
permits in Aviation have brought challenges and some new demands to international public law，

international private law and international economic law.In the absence of multilateral treaty，such 
customary rules shall be applicable to the emission of aviation as sovereign equality，common but 
differentiated responsibilities.The rules for the aviation emission should be established on the 
platform of International Civil Aviation Organization，by way of multilateral negotiation and with 
the principle of Common but different liabilities.The Control methods should be governed by 
GATS，and any misconduct could not be justified on the ground of environmental exceptions.The 
income from the trading of permits should be treated as business profits instead of capital gains or 
other gains，and the residence country enjoys the jurisdiction to tax the income.The applicable law 
of the trading contract with foreign elements should be the law where the transaction occurs.The 
principles of autonomy and most significant relationship are not the proper rules of conflicts for 
the trading contract. 
 


